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WORK SAMPLE 
the sofala 15°74



Boston East India Company (BEIH) came to us for for the full range 
of naming, naming architecture and branding services for their new 
line of boutique luxury hotels being launched globally.  
!
Umbrella brand: we created the name Troca Hotels (Troca comes 
from the Portugese word “to shift” which invites travelers to a shift 
in space, time, location, mood, experience… 
!
Property 1, GOA : formerly called the Sol,  the hotel needed a new 
name, identity and concept to reflect BEIH’s vision for Troca Hotels. 
Inspired by the “Carreira Da India” the sea trading route favored by 
the Portugese on their journey to Goa, we creating a naming 
architecture inspired by the various ports along the way and 
brought both functionality and modernity to the brand names by 
adding GPS coordinates of the various locations of the Troca Hotels. 
The Sofala 15°74 came into being for their first property.

the sofala 15°74 

BRAND NARRATIVE, NAMING, BRAND IDENTITY, PHOTOGRAPHY, COLLATERAL AND WEBSITE 



BRAND ARCHITECTURE

Troca Hotels 

PROPERTIES 

Corsair 15°74 
Salé 15°74 
Sofala 16°81 
Zamorin 15°74 
Vasco D 17°54 
         
!

UMBRELLA BRAND

BEIH

Names derived from points, people + artifacts 
along the Carreira Da India 

Reis 15°74 
El-Rei 16°81 
Fôlego 17°54   
Aragem 23°11 

Kariba 26°31 
Kitalé 16°81     
Volta 23°11 
Cape Blaize 16°81 
Tomé 23°11 
Estância Branca 
Caia 23°11 
Ouro 35°16 
Zellige 15°74 
        
!

-

HOLDING CO

-
Shortlist  
for the Sol; 
(with coordinates)

 naming architecture and name concepts



RESTUARANTS (SHORTLIST)

Azevia 
Capelo 
Cavala 
Corvina 
Enxova 
Espada 
Estrela 
Lírio 
Le Leque 
Safio 
Ovas 
!

Arinto 
Azal 
Padeiro 
Tinta 
Verdelho 
Tália 
Tejo 
Moreto 
Tamarez 
Vermelho 
!

BARS (SHORTLIST)
derived from fish derived from wine, grape viarietals

 naming architecture and name concepts



4 DAYS AT THE SOFALA
The Latest Travel Blog from Jenn and Anders [excerpt]

 brand narrative experience 

DAY 1: We Made It! 
Hi all—just a quick post to let you know we’ve arrived after a delay in Mumbai. Our plane 
landed at 3:45 local time this morning, but we weren’t able to board our connection to Goa 
until 10—two hours late. And the Mumbai airport is a zoo. 
!
But it’s all better now. When we stepped off the plane in Goa, our driver was right there to 
meet us. Since we’d sent The Sōfala a photo of us ahead of time, he was able to pick us 
right out of the crowd. He piled our luggage into the Innova (why don’t they have these in 
Europe?) and pulled cold towels and cold water out of his cooler. So refreshing after the 
flight. 
!
We thought we’d be fighting with traffic all the way to the hotel, but as we’re learning, The 
Sōfala does things a bit differently. Ten minutes from the airport, there’s a boat dock, and 
waiting there was a 25-foot open deck boat—with champagne! We sped all the way up the 
coast to the Nerul River jetty and took a quick ride to the hotel. That’s when all the fun 
began.  * boat transfers to The Sofala from the airport will not be possible until they 
complete the new jetty near the airport. We will be offering speed boat trips on the 
backwaters during their stay 
!
I’ll write more later—Anders just got out of the shower (it’s huge) and we’re on our way to 
lunch. 
!



4 DAYS AT THE SOFALA
The Latest Travel Blog from Jenn and Anders [excerpt]

 brand narrative experience 

DAY 1: You’ve Never Stayed at a Hotel Like This 
I guarantee it.  We’re sitting in the restaurant, watching the open kitchen in which Chef 
Rohit and his team are making our lunch—which we just ordered on an iPad app that 
tracks our food preferences (Anders likes it spicy; me, not so much). That would be 
impressive enough, but the chef himself came out to welcome us, tell us about his menu, 
and ask us what we liked. * not sure of the timelines on an ipad app – we are currently 
investigating this.  
!
What a menu. Gigantic prawns, whole grilled snapper, bacon cheeseburgers (yes—there’s 
bacon here! In India!), paella, mac’n’cheese, curries, thalis and good old fish’n’chips. It’s like 
they scoured the world for all the best dishes, from exotic specialties and comfort food—
and brought them all here. 
!
Actually, I get that sense about everything The Sōfala has to offer, from the linens on the 
beds (650 count!) to the snacks in the mini-bar to the art on the walls. Even the room keys
—each one is tied to a different sailor’s knot. It’s like they’ve been around the world and 
brought it all back here. 
!
Gotta go. Lunch just arrived. Anders is starving after our flight—Goan chorizo wrap for him
—but I think the seafood salad is right up my alley. 
!
!



4 DAYS AT THE SOFALA
The Latest Travel Blog from Jenn and Anders [excerpt]

 brand narrative experience 

DAY 1: I’ll be by the Pool, Thank You 
We could have done anything today—The Sōfala’s concierge seems to be aware of 
everything going on around these parts, from speed boating in the Arabian Sea to 
jetskiing to hanging out at the Candolim beach shacks to massages to wildlife trips. But 
after the trip, we’re staying put. At least for today. 
!
Anders is currently floating in the infinity pool, Kingfisher in hand. Meanwhile, Azar, the 
barman, has gotten me hooked on his Mapusa Melon Bowl cocktails. Don’t know what’s in 
them, but yes, please, I’d like another. 
!
Which gives me the perfect opportunity to catch all of you up on our travels so far. I told 
you about the boat ride from the airport—clearly this was about to turn into a one-of-a-
kind experience. But where to start? 
!
How about the beginning. Before we even got here, The Sōfala’s online front desk took care 
of our reservations, asked if we had any food preferences or allergies, gave us the option 
to download their app for things like room service and events (we did), provided a 
weather forecast and even asked what kind of bed linens we prefer. We met the staff—
virtually—and got all our airport transfers taken care of. If only every hotel would do this. * 
choice of bed linens unlikely. Pillow choice possible?. 
!
!
!
!



4 DAYS AT THE SOFALA
The Latest Travel Blog from Jenn and Anders [excerpt]

 brand narrative experience 

DAY 1: I’ll be by the Pool, Thank You (cont.,) 
!
When we did arrive, the security guard in front saluted us! Nice touch (at least, it made 
me feel kind of special). Our luggage was whisked away, and we were seated on a cane 
sofa in the tropical courtyard. Rakhi, the front office girl who seems to be perpetually 
perky, relaxed and attentive all at once, explained that there is no check-in desk, while 
Santosh arrived with freshly squeezed juice and some Goan sweets. Delicious. And in the 
time we ate them, they’d taken care of all the paperwork. 
!
Next came the tour. The courtyard, with its pool, foliage and vaguely Latin soundtrack, is 
beautiful. Rakhi guided us past the restaurant, and then to our room. It looked just as good 
as on the website. After explaining a few things about the technology and the amenities, 
she disappeared without waiting for a tip. 
!
I called dibs on the shower as soon as I saw the designer bath products and left Anders to 
sort out the flat screen, wireless and AC. Then it was his turn, and then it was lunch. So I 
think that catches us up to where we are now—enjoying a lazy afternoon by the pool and, 
oh yes, I will have one more of those delightful cocktails. 
!
!
!
!



ESSENCE 
A clear and concise 
understanding of 
what we stand for in 
the hearts and minds 
of our audience 

!

POSITIONING PLATFORM 

The Sofala -

POSITION 
The part of our identity 
that is actively 
communicated to the 
audience and 
demonstrates a unique 
advantage over 
competitors in the minds 
of our audience 

!
PROMISE 
The experience we 
guarantee our 
audience will have in 
each and every 
interaction with us 

!

REASONS TO 
BELIEVE 
Why we can deliver 
what we say we can 
deliver 

!

Whimsical Luxury 

The only luxury hotel in Goa that feels completely familiar—
and totally new; a place to indulge in the vibrancy of the 
voyage.

Just as every journey is unique, The Sofala provides a 
personalized experience, different for every traveler, in every 
season, and on every visit 

!
Years of experience managing high-end hotels and restaurants  
Custom-built properties with unexpected and surprising amenities  
Word-of-mouth referrals 
Highly trained staff 
Location, location, location 

!



FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS 
The tangible advantages 
of engaging with us; 
generally expressed as 
aspects of time, money 
and quality 

!
!

POSITIONING PLATFORM 

The Sofala -

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS 
The intangible feelings 
derived from engaging 
with us; generally 
expressed as "I feel . . ." 

!
!
EXPRESSIVE BENEFITS 
The aspects of our 
identity adopted by our 
audience and 
incorporated into their 
own personal identities; 
generally expressed 
through symbols or 
actions 

!
!
CHARACTER 
A personality, attitude or 
style that expresses the 
above in a meaningful, 
believable way 

!
!

The Legend: adventurous and enigmatic, serious yet whimsical, romantic but weathered, 
celebrated, loved and admired 
The Legend is part hero: saving the day by doing the impossible, maintaining character 
and integrity, being outgoing and effusive  

The Legend is part outlaw: riding the line, playing by their own rules, seeking new 
adventures and exotic treasures 
The Legend is part romantic: embodying an eternal sense of time and place, a love of the 
intimate and a penchant for flair 

!

I'm in on the best-kept secret: The Sofala is a hidden treasure known only to a 
certain few 
I'm an exciting, interesting person: My friends will want to know everything about 
this adventure 

!

Feel Comfortable: it's your home away from home 
Feel Pampered: everything is at your beck and call 
Feel Befriended: you've got a friend in Goa 
Feel Relaxed: there's nothing you need to worry about 
Feel Adventurous: whether you made it from Mumbai or the other side of the planet, 
you've found an exotic escape 

!

Great value 
Easy access to domestic and international transport Personalized service 
One-of-a-kind experience 

!



PHOTOGRAPHY  - DETAILS, 
ABSTRACTED - LESS WIDE ANGLE/ 
FULL SHOTS 



PHOTOGRAPHY  - EXAMPLES 



PHOTOGRAPHY  - EXAMPLES 



PHOTOGRAPHY  - EXAMPLES 

Shoot through a bush 
or  
tree for this shot



PHOTOGRAPHY  - EXAMPLES 



Guest Rooms

custom/personalised 
rooms - found objects 
(collected along the 
Carreira Da India route)  
charecter in each 
spot..surprises...waiting 
to be discovered.....
infusion of personality - timeless,  
cared for objects....precious, 
whimsical, luxe...



Guest Rooms 

each keychain gets its own nautical  
knot (bowline, sheepshask, 
carrick..could  
also be room names) 
knot tying illustration... framed in room  
& what its used for. 



Guest Rooms 



Guest Rooms 



Other Spaces



“Evolving Installation” 
- Reception Area or 
Other Common Area

Open grid in wood/
metal - pigeon hole 
style -encouraging 
guests to leave a 
“piece of them” 
behind - whimsical 
found objects 
displayed with 
museum-like 
treatment 



•emblazoned riverstones 
•driftwood carved with initials  
•karma pebbles 
•vial of scented oil -  
•candle 
•old photos 
•match books 
•ticket stubs 
•old coins 
•piece of jewelry 
•fabric batik/ zari 
•shell 
•leaf 
•betelnut 
•star anise  
•vintage postcard 
!
!
!

Guests Take Aways - 
Personalized “Treasure 
Chest” (repurposing empty cigar boxes) 
!
examples of “treasures/keepsakes” 
below



Beach Shack/ Cabana - 
Retro style but using 
repurposed ship sailcloth 
or canvas printed/painted 
with old posters or nautical 
graphics



Beach Shack/ Cabana - 
ideas



Ad Campaign - along the lines of whimsical 
luxury, found objects - photo collages of 
items that make each hotel unique and 
customizable



Photo collage - examples



Photo collage - examples



T R O C A  H O T E L S

Ipad - App- Pay Bill, Order Room Service



4 Days at The Sōfola - 3D Journal 

The Latest Travel Blog from Jenn and Anders !
We Made It! 
Hi all—just a quick post to let you know we’ve arrived after 
a delay in Mumbai. Our plane landed at 3:45 local time this 
morning, but we weren’t able to board our connection to 
Goa until 10—two hours late. And the Mumbai airport is a 
zoo. !
But it’s all better now. When we stepped off the plane in 
Goa, our driver was right there to meet us. Since we’d sent 
The Sōfala a photo of us ahead of time, he was able to pick 
us right out of the crowd. He piled our luggage into the 
Innova (why don’t they have these in Europe?) and pulled 
cold towels and cold water out of his cooler. So refreshing 
after the flight. !
We thought we’d be fighting with traffic all the way to the 
hotel, but as we’re learning, The Sōfala does things a bit 
differently. Ten minutes from the airport, there’s a boat 
dock, and waiting there was a 25-foot open deck boat—
with champagne! We sped all the way up the coast to the 
Nerul River jetty and took a quick ride to the hotel. That’s 
when all the fun began.  * boat transfers to The Sofala from 
the airport will not be possible until they complete the new 
jetty near the airport. We will be offering speed boat trips 
on the backwaters during their stay !
I’ll write more later—Anders just got out of the shower (it’s 
huge) and we’re on our way to lunch.) to the snacks in the 
mini-bar to the art on the walls. Even the room keys—each 
one is tied to a different sailor’s knot. It’s like they’ve been 
around the world and brought it all back here. !
Gotta go. Lunch just arrived. Anders is starving after our 
flight—Goan chorizo wrap for him—but I think the seafood 
salad is right up my alley. 
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THE RADHA THOMAS 
ENSEMBLE

Road Opp Bank Of India, Bhatiwado Nerul, Bardez Goa 403114. India.+91 832 6714141
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Road Opp Bank Of India, Bhatiwado Nerul, Bardez Goa 403114. India.+91 832 6714141

Proposed Jazz Poster 







What was The Sol is now The Sofala. Once a symbol of Goan 
sophistication, it has become an emblem of global luxury. It is 
a known secret, a brilliant obscurity, an eternal now. It was 
once The Sol. It is now The Sofala. 

~ 
From Sol to Sofala. From Goan to global. From timely to 
timeless. It's unlike any hotel you've experienced, any 
destination you've encountered. The Sofala indulges you in the 
vibrancy of the voyage, the substance of the soul.  
Once The Sol, now The Sofala. 

~ 
Once The Sol, now The Sofala. Once a symbol of Goan 
sophistication, now an emblem of global luxury. Once a 
destination, now a vibrant vindication of the voyage.  
A known secret, a brilliant obscurity, an eternal now.  
Once The Sol, now The Sofala. 
!
!
!

Launch Invite Copy 
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S O F A L A

27
WHAT WAS THE SOL IS NOW THE SOFALA

ONCE A SYMBOL OF GOAN SOPHISTICATION, IT HAS BECOME 

AN EMBLEM OF GLOBAL LUXURY
IT IS A KNOWN SECRET

A BRILLIANT OBSCURITY
AN ETERNAL NOW. IT WAS ONCE THE SOL

IT IS NOW THE SOFALA

N O V E M B E R

L A U N C H  P A R T Y

RSVP: JAMES@THESOFALA.COM OR +9845023346

ROAD OPP BANK OF INDIA, BHATIWADO NERUL, BARDEZ GOA 403114.
INDIA. +91 832 6714141. WWW.THESOFALA.COM

Unique Baggage Tags 
invitation cards sent out in 
clear cellophane envelopes 



CREATE YOUR OWN COORDINATES
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N O V E M B E R

L A U N C H  P A R T Y

RSVP: JAMES@THESOFALA.COM OR +9845023346

ROAD OPP BANK OF INDIA, BHATIWADO NERUL, BARDEZ GOA 403114.
INDIA. +91 832 6714141. WWW.THESOFALA.COM
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L A U N C H  P A R T Y

RSVP: JAMES@THESOFALA.COM OR +9845023346
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CREATE YOUR OWN COORDINATES
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Series of 4-6 designs; rope tie ; Die cutting, Dynamic printing, 2 color job 
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